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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions
Lani speaking to you from my situation, from my
little sphere of existence on planet Earth, greeting
you wherever you are in your locality, in your
special place that you have created for you to be in.
So, surround yourself in light, surrounding your
body and your space in Light and allow your
essence that is your body of light to be with me and
others as we gather together in the receiving area
of the Station of Light.
It is an easy place to come into and to feel
adjustments and to be connected with the Beings
on the Station of the Galactic Federation and those
ones who assist in helping you and all of us as we
fulfil our main purpose for being present on the
planet known as Earth at this time.
This is how we begin today.

“Greetings to you. I am known as Orem and I
welcome you again to this space. Those of you who
are not so familiar with this space – welcome. Allow
yourself to embrace the energy and be embraced
within the energy field here. As you continue to
allow yourself to accept what is here, you will be
experiencing letting go of conditions and
experiences and conditioning programs that you
are often immersed within, in the physical life
civilization as it is at the present time. It is important
to allow all of that to be disengaged from you as if
you do experience this moving through the energy
beams that are surrounding you in this space.
That is the purpose of those beams – to clear your
energy field as well as the additional purpose of
activating the neurolink network that is present in
your energy field here. As the neuro network
throughout you becomes activated and balanced
and also upgraded, then you realise you are fully
immersed here and it comes to you many of the
more detailed sequence of your activities when you
present yourself into this space. This goes through
and beyond the actual words presented to you. It is
always the energy field that you respond to which
activates more processes for you as you become
more fully aware of your presence here and your
presence in the Galactic Confederation of Beings
who moved out from Source Energy into purposeful
activation in the zones that you chose to be within.
You chose to be within the Earth zone currently.
You also chose to be experiencing other activities,
so you are working in a multi dimensional activity.
The energy of that will bring you into focus for what
you are doing currently in the Earth phase.

This is what the original intention of bringing you
into the Station of Light was for – to engage you
consciously into the light field process that you are
receiving in this moment. Activation. Activation.
Presentation. Upgrading the concepts of what you
are aware of. Upgrading the energy codes for the
systems functioning within your neuro network
pathways, the energy field of you and that, of
course, encompasses and is part of your physicality
existence.
All of this is being more strongly presented to you
through the presentation and alignment of the
dimensional portals which are activating various
segments of information collectively coming
through the portals from many different galactic
fields of consciousness. These are all words known
to you in your common language as you receive
this. Remember, we tell you do not be limited by
words. Remember, each word and phrase is a
concept which embodies many spheres of
understanding, realisations, material existences
and the presence of the galactic dimensional
consciousness
field,
or
the
quantum
consciousness field of existence.
Let this enhance you, enhancing the current
abilities you are aware of, bringing to you the
potential again within your quantumness. As this
manifests more strongly through you in the Earth
plane dimension, this is where the new concepts for
the civilization that are appropriate and necessary
will come through, through the many ones who are
creators. The concepts must come through a
greater segment of the Beings collectively known
as the conscious light worker beings, so you hold
the presence of the quantum re-organisation, the
quantum civilization incorporating all of those
higher levels within the crystalline light civilisations.
In effect, your energy field is responding to that finer
crystalline energy process which in simple terms,
are the communication levels, communicating,
holding the energy essence of it all as it flows in
around you.

Individually, you each have the process that is
engaged to allow the integration of the energy
which is the information to come into you in the
unfoldment, in a gentle way so that you easily adapt
to the information, which is energy informing you.
Allow this to come through you.
A reminder here that it is not your creative
imagination, but you are letting the images of
creation, of that higher quantum field, to come into
you, into the physical part of you, into the life pattern
of you.
It is intended that there is a great deal more to be
assimilated by the general population. There are
more ones coming into the realization that there is
a higher field available. It is not possible for this to
be received by all levels of the humanoid population
simply because their systems are not able to
absorb the energy field. This is especially so for
those who have chemically interfered with their
energy systems. The emphasis has always been to
do a chemical detox. It is apparent that those of you
who present yourselves into the quantum light field
have the type of activity known as detox happening
in a continual way, but there are those who are
continuing to flood their bodies with manufactured
chemicals and that interferes with allowing the
quantum light to be absorbed and that is interfering
with the expansion of consciousness of those
particular beings. Your emphasis really and truly is
to allow the quantum light to be activating all of the
energy field of you. In that way you are delivering
the most appropriate level of existence into what is
around you.
You may sense that your energy field after each of
these immersive sessions has expanded and you
may sense the area of that expansion. That is the
importance of absorbing the quantum light – to
expand your energy field. That will have an
influence upon what is within that energy field. It is
an influence. It is an impulse. It is not an order,
although in one sense the energy is an ordered
energy because it is in the order of conscious
creation from Source Energy, in line with your
particular purpose, your particular mission.

This is important for you to be realizing at this
moment. It is available through the galactic portals
through the dimensions that Earth is experiencing
more strongly, this alignment and connectivity will
continue into the next phase. It is never an exact
shut off point, because dimensional fields flow and
exist and will adapt to what the individual Beings
connect to and draw into them. Even if you hear
people say the portals have closed, that’s the end
of that phase – that is not true in the quantum
dimensional existence of consciousness, because
you have created the access point for you as an
individual and that is aligned with your original point
of origin which already contains all of that energy
and information. Never feel you are out of step or
you are too late or you are a failure. That all belongs
to the lower field which is trying to control the field
of consciousness of the humanoid population. You
are beyond that, you see above that, you connect
beyond that.
Bring all of that higher field connection in around
you now where you are in the receiving area of the
Station, this is for you to assimilate as you continue
to experience the activation in the energy pathways
around you here in your energy form. This is for you
Beloved

Orem out “

It is with the expression of love and joy that this is
delivered to you and the love is evolving you and
supporting you as you continue to live this evolving
process, maintaining you and always needed.

Ulea out “

Thank you, all of the Beings here, Lani speaking
again. This appears to be a very quick and short
session and yet, I experienced it as it was coming
through me as a vast, expansive, journey and it
involved more than just the Earth, it involved you in
all of your aspects co-existing at this time. Allow all
of this energy to be within you now and allow
yourself to consciously be present back in your
body in your locality. Remember to sense the
expansion of your energy field and the extent of that
all around you. It is a wonderful sensation as you
experience that love that evolves you, as Ulea
presented to you.
Bring your focus now back into your current locality,
day and time – the present moment.
This ends this session through the Omega
Communications Portal. Thank you.

Lani
“We acknowledge this, Orem. This is Ulea speaking
as an individual presence to you, supported with
other ones here and there is energy supporting you
coming through from the Council of Light in this
because this was a very strong expansion of your
field that you have been within and it will be moving
through your different energetic field and systems
which absorb the energy. It is as ongoing process.
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